Abstract-Conventional bearing estimation procedures employ planewave steering vectors as replicas of the true field and seek to resolve in angle by maximizing a power function representing the agreement between actual and replica fields. For vertical arrays in oceanic waveguides the received field depends on range and depth, and it is natural to replace the "look-direction" (e) by a "look-position'' (r, z). Thus an environmental model is constructed by specifying ocean depth, sound speed profile, bottom properties, etc., and a propagation model is employed to construct a replica of the field that would be received on the array for a particular source position. The usual estimators (e.&, Bartlett or maximum likelihood) are then used to gauge the agreement between actual and replica fields and the true source position is identified as that position where the agreement is best. The performance of this kind of matched-field processing is strongly affected by the environment. In particular, we demonstrate through simulations that for a deep-water Pacific environment dominated by waterborne paths, ambiguities or sidelobes are associated with convergence zones. In the absence of mismatch between replica and actual fields we find that a 16-element array performs extremely well in low-frequency regimes. Mismatch caused by uncertainties in phone positions, bottom parameters, ocean sound speed, surface and bottom roughness, etc., causes degradation in localization performance. The impact of some of these effects on conventional and maximum likelihood estimators is examined through simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION D
URING the last few years there has been an increasing interest in merging propagation models with signal processing algorithms to improve source detection and localization [1]- [9] . There are several approaches to this problem including back-propagation [3], [7] , and mode separation procedures [8].
The approach employed in this paper is matched-field processing [l] , [ 2 ] , [ 5 ] , [6] , [9] . The matched-field processor takes the same form as traditional estimators such as the Bartlett (conventional) or maximum likelihood method (MLM) estimator except that the plane-wave replica vector is replaced by a replica vector derived from a propagation model for the oceanic waveguide which accounts for the refractive and multipath effects. Thus the "look-direction" (e) is replaced by a "look-position'' (r, z ) in range and depth. This procedure was introduced and demonstrated by Bucker comparisons in a Pekeris waveguide. More recently, preliminary successes have been obtained with real data taken in the Arctic [6] . The success of this work has encouraged us to examine range-depth localization in another environment, specifically a deep-water Pacific environment.
The thrust of this paper is to demonstrate by simulations what factors are likely to affect the performance of such a procedure in an actual experiment. We suggest that an understanding of the physical aspects of the acoustic propagation is important in understanding the performance of the range-depth localization procedure. While the quantitative results are specific to our scenario it is hoped that the qualitative insights may be applied to more general cases.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 11 we review the range-depth localization procedure. In Section IU
we illustrate the performance of the procedure in an idealized environment in which the propagation model is perfectly faithful to the actual environment. In Section IV we examine the degradation induced by mismatch caused by our inability to model the environment perfectly. Specifically, we look at degradation due to error in the ocean sound speed profile and subbottom properties. Finally, in Section V we end with a summary and conclusions.
II. RANGE-DEPTH L~CALIZATION
Traditionally, source bearing is estimated by finding the maximum of a function given by (Bartlett or conventional estimator)
where e(0) is a plane-wave replica field vector depending on the hypothetical bearing angle of the source and "*" denotes the complex conjugate transpose. In addition, R is the crossspectral matrix given by
Rg=E[didy]
where dj denotes the discrete Fourier transform of the received field on phone i. The discrete Fourier transform is performed at the CW frequency being used for localization and then E [ . ] is calculated by averaging over a sequence of time frames. We also consider the Capon with a vertical array in a cylindrically symmetric oceanic waveguide simply requires that the plane-wave replica vector e(@ be replaced by e(r, z), which must now be generated by a propagation model. There exist several procedures (fast field program, parabolic equation method, rayheam tracing, normal modes, --.) which have different merits and have all been extensively described in the literature. The simulations described in this paper employ replica fields obtained by a normal mode program [ 111. In addition, the d vector used to generate the cross-spectral matrix is also generated by the normal mode model, and a nonsingular cross-spectral matrix is obtained by adding a diagonal matrix representing white noise 10 dB below the signal. The result of these com@ations is expressed by an ambiguity surface S(r, z ) measuring the agreement between actual and replica fields e(r, z) over a domain of range and depth.
III. IDEAL (No MISMATCH) CASE
The environmental model used in these simulations is depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . In these simulations with no mismatch, the actual and replica vectors are generated using the same environmental model. The sound speed profile in the ocean was obtained from archival data. The sediment has a sound speed profile (SSP) which increases linearly with depth with a gradient of 1.0/s and is 50 m thick. The subbottom (beneath the sediment) is modeled as an elastic medium with both P-and S-wave velocities increasing linearly with depth, to a depth of 5550 m beneath the ocean surface. Finally, the medium is terminated with a homogeneous half-space. The Pand S-wave speeds at the sedimentdsubbottom interface are 1000 and 3000 d s , respectively, with corresponding gradients of 4 and 8 s. Attenuation of 0.05 dB/(lun. Hz) has also been included in S-and P-wave velocities. An RMS surface roughness of 3 m is incorporated using the KupermanIngenito scatter model [12] . Thus the. environmental model includes both bottom and surface-reflection loss. Finally, the source frequency in these simulations is 10 Hz.
Before examining the ambiguity surfaces, it is profitable to examine the synthetic field plots for this environment. In Fig.  2 we display the field power for a source depth of 250 m. In order to compensate for the limited number of gray scales, the field has been scaled in range by a factor of r to remove the cylindrical spreading loss. Fig. 2 (a) includes only the waterborne modes, which we define as modes with phase velocity less than the ocean sound speed velocity at the o d s e d i m e n t interface. The familiar convergence zone (CZ) pattern with energy cycling up and down the channel is manifest. In Fig.  2(b) we have included the bottom-interacting modes, the effect of which is the filling in of some of the shadow zones. Bottominteracting modes with the real part of their phase velocity less than 15 000 m/s have been included. These include a number of leaky modes, and based on comparisons with the exact spectral integral representation (i.e., the FFP or reflectivity method), should be adequate to describe the field beyond a few kilometers in range. Collectively, the two plots are a reminder of which ray take-off angles are important at which ranges.
We next consider the source localization problem in this environment. A vertical array of 16 phones was placed in the shadow zone (SZ) at a range of 25 k m . The individual phones were spaced every 62.5 m so that the deepest phone was located at a depth of 1000 m. Fig. 3 shows a sequence of range-depth ambiguity surfaces for this scenario. Note that the gray scale employs a nonconstant spacing between levels and the ambiguity surface has been normalized so that its maximum is unity. Fig. 3(a) and (b) was obtained using a conventional and MLM estimator, respectively, using only the waterborne energy for constructing both the actual and replica fields. The conventional estimator has sufficiently high sidelobes so as to obscure the true source position. In contrast, the MLM estimator clearly distinguishes the source. While these results cast the MLM estimator in a good light, it should be borne in mind that the maximum of the conventional estimator still occurs at the correct position. The next scenario was designed to examine whether there are significant differences when the array is in the shadow zone and when the array is in the convergence zone. The array was moved out to the second convergence zone at 100-km range, and the same two ambiguity surfaces (conventional and MLM estimators) are shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d) . Note that the range is four times larger in these surfaces, which sometimes gives a false impression of higher range resolution. We observe that the ambiguity surface in Fig. 3(c) reflects the periodicity of the waterborne field. This is expected since if we examine the field plot in Fig. 2(a) we see that the field that -would be received on such a vertical array at 100 km is "similar" to that which would be received at the next cycling at around 150 k m , and so on. It is also clear that adjacent cycles are more similar than well-separated cycles. Of course, similarity to the eye does not guarantee similarity in the estimator, especially since phase information is available to the estimator which is not shown in the field amplitude plots. When bottom-interacting modes are included in both actual and replica we obtain the sequence in Fig. 4 . (The sequence of conventional and MLM for the shadow zone source and convergence zone source is repeated throughout the remainder of this paper.) The ambiguity surfaces for both the shadow zone source and the convergence zone source are significantly improved by the inclusion-of these steeper ray paths. The bottom-interacting energy evidently eliminates the simple repetition in Fig. 4(c) and (d) by introducing detail in the pressure surface which helps distinguish one ray cycle from the next. In general, the field plot is much less structured, and it is more difficult to inspect the field plot and infer where high sidelobes will show up. The conventional estimator does, however, retain a hint of the CZ repetitions but, in general, is much sharper than before. The MLM surface agah provides a much clearer picture of the true source location. In comparison to the nearer source it may be seen that the bottom-interacting energy makes a greater difference to the array in the shadow zone than to the array in the convergence zone.
The case where there is no mismatch is artificial; however, it provides an upper bound on performance as well as yielding some qualitative information. At higher frequencies or greater ranges the bottom-interacting energy is diminished, and we may expect to have difficulty resolving the successive cycles of the waterborne energy.
IV. EFFECTS OF MISMATCH
We first consider the problem of mismatch in subbottom properties. We presume that the environment described above is the actual environment and that bottom properties used for generating the replica vectors are in error. Specifically, the environment used for the replica vectors employs P-and Swave speeds increased to 1200 and 3200 m/s at the sediment/ subbottom interface and gradients increased to 5 and 9 s, The usual sequence of ambiguity surfaces obtained using a conventional and MLM estimator is shown for a source at a range of 25 km and 100 km in Fig. 5 . These are the same cases considered above, with the array in a deep shadow at 25 km and in the convergence zone at 100 k m . In the shadow region, there are no "reliable acoustic paths" (refracted-refracted paths) connecting the source and receiver. Energy is partitioned between surface-reflected and bottom-reflected energy (of various orders), and the bottom mismatch has caused sufficient error in the replica vectors that the ambiguity surface possesses false peaks. In contrast, when the array is in the convergence zone at 100 km, the replica field for the true source position is less affected (since waterborne paths are proportionally more important), and the ambiguity surface is less degraded by the mismatch. In practice one might expect a decreased signal-to-noise ratio in the shadow zone, which ' respectively. would further favor localization performance in the CZ or direct path regimes. The role of ocean sound-speed errors is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . In order to separate the effects of bottom-model and ocean-model errors we have removed the bottom mismatch. The sound speed profile has been increased by adding a linear function of the form A&) = 6(D -z)/D m/s within the water column. In Fig. 6 we have employed 6 = 2 so that at the surface the sound speed is increased by 2 d s , while at the meadsediment interface (and below) there is no change. The actual and replica fields include the bottom-interacting modes. The conventional (Fig. 6(a) ) and MLM (Fig. 6@) ) ambiguity surfaces corresponding to the nearer source at 25 km show very little degradation caused by this mismatch. Both the conventional and MLM estimators obtain the correct cell for the source range and depth. In contrast, when the source range is moved out to 100 km, both estimators obtain their maximum at the next order CZ beyond the true source position as seen in Fig. 6(c) and (d) .
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At a particular range, this kind of error in SSP measurement is unlikely. On the other hand, even greater mismatch might occur if there is significant range variation in the SSP caused by, perhaps, eddies or up/downwelling. If the range dependence of the environment is sufficiently well known, then in these circumstances there may well be an advantage to employing a range-dependent model such as the parabolic equation method or rayheam tracing. Unfortunately, these range-dependent models generally have other shortcomings, such as being restricted to acoustic (nonelastic) subbottoms or being inaccurate at low frequencies.
We next consider the role of uncertainty in sediment thickness. Sediment thickness is typically measured with an accuracy in these areas of no better than 50 m. A second cause of mismatch in sediment thickness is due to the variation in sediment thickness with range. In an abyssal hills environment, typical of vast regions of the Pacific, the sediment is roughly conformal with the underlying basement rocks, but tends to be thicker in troughs than on caps. The underlying basement is undulating with a wavelength of about 10 km and a waveheight of about 200 m. Thus a range-independent model has an intrinsic source of mismatch. The replica scenario employed to assess this effect is identical to the "actual" environment except that the sediment thickness has been increased to 100 m using the same sediment gradient and preserving the thickness of the other layers. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) shows the conventional and MLM surfaces for the nearer source at 25-km range and 250-m depth. We see that both surfaces have experienced some degradation generally comparable to that induced by the mismatch in subbottom wavespeeds previously considered. Based on the previous simulations we expect that the CZ source will be better localized, and this is verified in Fig. 7(c) and (d) . The source i s at 100 km and as usual, Fig. 7(c) is the conventional and 7(d) the MLM estimator.
Finally, we consider the role of source depth in matchedfield processing. An omnidirectional source partitions its energy into waterborne and bottom-interacting energy (shallow-and wide-angle ray paths). In a range-independent environment the limiting ray angle is determined by Snell's law and increases as the source depth moves toward the sound speed minimum. Thus a source at this minimum is imparting proportionally more energy into waterborne rays, and in an average (over space) sense one would expect better performance. We consider an extreme case where the source has been moved very close to the surface (source depth of 25 m). The field obtained by including only waterborne paths ( Fig. 8(a) ) retains the usual cyclic pattern; however, when bottominteracting modes are included, the acoustic field is completely dominated by the bottom-interacting modes, and the CZ pattern is no longer visible (Fig. 8(b) ). (In regions with greater bottom loss, the CZ pattern would be expected to persist better.) The ambiguity surfaces in Fig. 9 employ a replica field with the previously described mismatch in elastic wave speeds, and both waterborne and bottom-interacting modes are included. Not surprisingly, the localization performance is poor at both 25 and 100 km since the poorly matched bottominteracting paths dominate the field. 
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IEEE JOURNAL OF OCEANIC ENGINEERING, VOL. OE-12, NO. 1, JANUARY 1987 For a specific sourceheceiver separation, a correlation between proximity to the SSP minimum and localization performance need not hold since changing the source depth changes both the strength and the positions of caustics or focusing regions. One can imagine a scenario where a particular array is in a CZ for a shallow source and not in the CZ for a deeper source located in the sound speed minimum.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Localization performance of a matched field processor depends on the environment in which it is to be applied. This environment includes the water column sound velocity and properties of the boundaries. Although sound velocity in the water column can be accurately measured, bottom properties are less well known and predictions of performance are subject to this uncertainty. Bottom properties that must be specified include compressional and shear wave speeds, densities, and attenuations as a function of depth. Even this stratified model of the bottom departs significantly from what is known about abyssal hills provinces of the Pacific. In reality, roughness and three-dimensional spatial variations accompany the sedimentary and lithologic processes of oceanic crust building.
With this caveat in mind we have simulated matched field processing in a stratified environment that represents, to the best of our knowledge, average properties to be expected. The model environment included a typical Pacific sound speed profile, and a thin (50 m) sediment layer overlying an elastic layer (500 m thick) with linearly increasing wave speeds.
Simulations were shown for ranges of 25 and 100 km and source depths of 25 and 250 m.
The first result is that the ambiguity surface shows excellent localization properties when the data and replica fields are identical. When the model fields were truncated to eliminate bottom-interacting modes, the peak of the conventional estimator spread out into a large range-depth cell when the receiver was in the shadow zone (SZ). In the convergence zone (CZ) localization was much less sensitive to the removal of bottom-interacting modes. This is to be expected since the CZ is dominated by waterborne energy, whereas the SZ is filled in with bottom-interacting energy. In the CZ, ambiguities occur at the ranges of other CZ orders although the maximum peak occurs at the correct range.
Matched field ambiguity surfaces are sensitive to mismatch between the true environment and the model environment.
Since bottom properties cannot be routinely measured in situ as sound velocity profides can, no prediction of performance can be made without consideration of environmental uncertainties. It was found that uncertainty in sound speed profile as simulated with a mismatch linearly increasing to 2 m/s at the surface caused very little degradation for the nearer source. Localization performance of the more distant source was, however, significantly degraded, presumably reflecting the cumulative PYects of the SSP mismatch.
Uncertainty in bottom properties is itself a subject for discussion. Studies [13] of the upper crust suggest departures from more traditional geophysical measurements of deep oceanic basalt, and estimates of uncertainty are based on that exhibited much greater performance degradation in the SZ than in the CZ. An examination of the field plots led us to an interpretation of which sourcelreceiver positions gave the best ambiguity surfaces based on which ray paths would be expected to be most reliable. In a CZ-dominated scenario, performance was seen to be best where the more reliable waterborne ray paths dominated (in the CZ) and ambiguities or sidelobes were seen at successive cycles of the waterborne rays. Changes in sediment thickness had a similar effect.
Simulations with a near-surface source at 25-m depth showed poor localization performance in both the SZ and CZ when mismatch in the subbottom was included. An examination of the field plot revealed that the unreliable bottominteracting energy dominated the field so that CZ cycling was difficult to detect.
In comparing the different estimators, we saw that the MLM estimator generally provided much reduced sidelobe levels when the same vertical scale was employed. Both estimators tended to give the same maximum location; however, when a false peak was identified, the MLM estimator would often still give a very sharp single peak.
In summary, matched field processing is a promising procedure for rangedepth localization; however, it appears that improved measurement accuracy of ocean bottom properties or better signal processing schemes are needed for robust performance. This might include array presteering and broadband processors. The various kinds of mismatch considered in these simulations were shown to be of varying importance depending on the specific source/receivet geometry. Other causes of mismatch should be investigated, such as Doppler and scattering.
